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Southwest Power Pool 
STRATEGIC PLANNING COMMITTEE MEETING 

Wednesday, January 16, 2019 
Doubletree New Orleans – New Orleans, LA 

•  M I N U T E S  •  

Agenda Item 1 – Administrative Items 

The meeting was called to order by Larry Altenbaumer (Director) at 8:00 a.m. Members present included: 
Jim Eckelberger (Director), Harry Skilton (Director), Mike Wise (GSEC), Les Evans (KEPCO), Dennis 
Florom (LES), Mike Risan (BEPC), Traci Bender (NPPD), Bill Grant (Xcel), Jim Jacoby as proxy for 
Richard Ross (AEP), and, by phone, John Olsen (WR/Evergy), Rob Janssen (Dogwood), and Ray Wahle 
(MRES). A proxy was granted to Les Evans by Rob Janssen for the afternoon session. SPP Staff 
included Barbara Sugg, Michael Desselle, Nick Brown, Lanny Nickell, Carl Monroe, Paul Suskie, Dustin 
Smith, Charles Yeung, Keith Collins, and Joshua Phillips. Other guests participated in person or via 
phone (Attendance and Proxies – Attachment 1).    
 
Larry Altenbaumer opened the meeting by reviewing recent changes to the Strategic Planning Committee 
(SPC). Larry welcomed Barbara Sugg as the new Staff Secretary and Mike Wise as the Vice Chair on the 
Strategic Planning Committee.  The October 18, 2018 SPC meeting minutes (Minutes – Attachment 2) 
were adopted following a motion by Dennis Florom, seconded by Les Evans. 

Agenda Item 2 – Review of Past Action Items 

Barbara Sugg indicated that the previous action items of Carl Monroe to report on NITS validation efforts 
at January 2019 meeting and Staff to draft/post accomplishments and goals for 2018 SPC Self-
Assessment will be addressed on today’s agenda as items three and nine, respectively.  

Agenda Item 3 – NITS Validation (SPC Action Item Follow up) 

Carl Monroe presented a report on NITS Data Submission Validation (NITS Data Validation - Attachment 
3). The report highlighted the two types of markets at SPP (Transmission and the Integrated 
Marketplace), and the differences between the settlement mechanics in these two markets.  The 
participants discussed requirements for data submission responsibility, data quality/accuracy, granularity, 
and referenced the educational benefits that occurred through the Behind the Meter Task Force. Carl 
indicated legally the Transmission Customer is responsible for reporting its load, but this information may 
be provided by meter agents. He pointed out there are standards for the quality of the meters, however it 
is possible to have calibration issues that require adjustment to the settlement.  SPP can also validate the 
data through calculations with the state estimator. The question regarding granularity of generation 
reported was raised, and at what level of granularity is required.  An action item was noted for staff to 
work with interested members to identify any tariff changes based on concerns about behind the meter 
generations and any additional improvements and/or requirements for meter data submission to improve 
NITS data accuracy. 

Agenda Item 4 – HITT Update 

Paul Suskie provided a review of the Holistic Integrated Tariff Team (HITT) efforts (HITT Update - 
Attachment 4).  Paul indicated that on January 3rd, SPP Staff emailed a solicitation for recommendations 
the HITT should consider including in its April report. Comments are due by close of business on January 
18th. This report will be provided to the Board in April. 
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Agenda Item 5 – EPA 111b 

Usha Turner, OGE, presented EPA Carbon Dioxide Standards for New Simple -Cycle Gas Turbines (EPA 
Presentation – Attachment 5).  Usha highlighted that while the rule mainly applied to the CO2 from new 
coal units the solicitation also requests comments on the need to allow more flexibility for the operation of 
Simple Cycle Combustion Turbines (SCCT). In the current rules SCCTs have a rolling 12-month 
efficiency-based generation output limit, if a unit exceeds this limit it must comply with CO2 rules 
applicable to a Combined Cycle unit.  She explained that it is not possible for a SCCT unit to comply with 
the emission levels of a Combined Cycle unit. Usha finished her presentation with a request that SPP 
provide comments upon the EPA solicitation which ends on February 21st.  An action item was noted for 
staff to provide draft comments to the EPA 111b rule-making at the January 2019 Board of Director’s 
meeting. 

Agenda Item 6 – Renewable Goals for Members 

Larry opened the discussion by pointing out that renewable goals in the SPP footprint and nationally are 
still increasing. While historically driven by regulatory policy, now companies are setting their own goals to 
increase their reliance on renewable energy.  The participants discussed SPP’s planning process and 
how these emerging goals are being incorporated.  Of note is the rapid increase in renewable generation 
being proposed in the coming years and whether this generation exists in the planning models and 
studies. It was pointed out better efficiencies are needed from the Generation Interconnection Task Force 
to allow companies to prepare more quickly for these changes.  Keith Collins, SPP MMU, pointed out that 
the SPC should also consider market design changes that could support the additional variability such as 
a Ramp Product. Carl indicated there is concern for the transmission system in addition to the current 
tools in the energy market since the resource adequacy of renewables varies from traditional generation. 
Mike Wise suggested that incentives for managing this shift be handled with market tools rather than 
arbitrarily assigning resource adequacy limits.  Bill Grant raised a concern regarding the units on the 
books for capacity credit as network resources not being utilized due to the capital cost of new generation 
compared to the existing generation whose costs had been recovered. Larry suggested this be an 
ongoing discussion item during the strategic planning efforts. 

Agenda Item 7 – Strategic Plan Status 

Michael Desselle provided a presentation and review of the SPC Scorecard (SPC Scorecard - 
Attachment 6).  He highlighted the strategic plan’s flexibility that was put in place to guide SPP with a set 
of signposts that are evaluated annually. He highlighted how the original signposts guided the SPC due to 
the impending regulations for 111d and 111b, and how the SPC continues to evaluate the signposts 
related to gas and electric considerations by regulatory bodies. Michael identified several successes 
including the Value Pricing effort and how it has led to the HITT and Import/Export Pricing Task Force as 
well as the Strategic Expansion effort and integration of the WAPA and the Integrated System. Larry 
shared his appreciation for the tracking effort and requested committee members consider if there are 
additional details needed from these reports. 

Agenda Item 8 – Value and Affordability Task Force 

Larry shared details regarding the upcoming Value and Affordability Task Force (VATF) meetings.  The 
VATF is a board task force consisting of the consisting of the following members: Nick Brown (SPP), 
Larry Altenbaumer (Director), Julian Brix (Director), Bruce Scherr (Director), Holly Carias (MOPC liaison), 
Mike Wise (SPC liaison), Darrin Ives (Evergy), Jerry Peace (OGE), Jim Jacoby (AEP), Barbara Sugg 
(SPP) as staff secretary. Larry indicated that these meetings will not be open to the public but will be 
open to a representative from each member company.  The taskforce’s goal for the first meeting is to 
determine the objectives, process, and milestones for the coming year.  The first meeting will be held in 
New Orleans on January 30th from 8:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 
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Agenda Item 9 – Planning and Development Session 

Larry shared that the industry is at an important junction for the next 5-15 years.  He asked the committee 
for its thoughts on how best to prepare. Suggestions for engaging external resources both within and 
outside of the electric industry for insights on potential changes in the electricity industry.  Mike Wise 
asked about how the role of the SPC may change to support the board in the future. Larry indicated the 
board would be an active advisor to the SPC, however the SPC would be responsible for the ongoing 
management and development of the strategic plan. The SPC would also promote the strategic policies 
then provide initiatives to the working groups for development of the details for implementation. During 
the SPC Scope (SPC Scope - Attachment 7) review, Dennis requested that the wording for SPC Scope 
Statement section (f) be modified to indicate “alignment” with the planning models. The participants 
reviewed the self-assessment (SPC Self-Assessment - Attachment 8) and survey comments (SPC 
Effectiveness Survey - Attachment 9).  Larry indicated there are changes underway to expand 
participation of the board and Members Committee in strategic planning for SPP. Larry will be sharing the 
concerns raised with the board and provide an update at the April meeting.  This will guide the 
engagement at the May retreat and set the SPC up for providing a new strategic plan to the board in July.  
An action was noted for staff to revise the SPC Scope Statement (f) to indicate “alignment” with the 
futures for transmission planning models. 

Agenda Item 10 – SPC Retreat Location 

Larry indicated this year’s retreat will be held at Big Cedar Lodge in Branson, MO.  Alternative locations 
will be considered for 2020. 

Agenda Item 11 – Future Meetings 

The next SPC meeting will be held on April 17th from 1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. in Tulsa. The meeting times for 
the July and October meetings will be Wednesdays 1:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m. and Thursdays 8:00 a.m. – 
12:00 p.m., unless otherwise noted.  

Summary of Action Items 

• Staff to work with interested members to identify any tariff changes based on concerns about
behind the meter generation and any additional improvements and/or requirements for meter data
submission to improve NITS data accuracy.

• Staff to present an outline of draft comments to the EPA 111b rule-making at the January 2019 
Board of Director’s meeting.

• Staff to revise SPC Scope Statement (f) to indicate “alignment” with the futures for transmission
planning models.

Respectfully Submitted, 

Barbara Sugg 
Secretary 



 

Antitrust:  SPP strictly prohibits use of participation in SPP activities as a forum for engaging in practices or communications that 

violate the antitrust laws.  Please avoid discussion of topics or behavior that would result in anti-competitive behavior, including but 

not limited to, agreements between or among competitors regarding prices, bid and offer practices, availability of service, product 

design, terms of sale, division of markets, allocation of customers or any other activity that might unreasonably restrain competition. 

 

 

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 

STRATEGIC PLANNING COMMITTEE MEETING 

Wednesday, January 16, 2019 

Doubletree New Orleans, New Orleans, LA  
 

•  A G E N D A •  

 

1. Call to Order and Administrative Items ...................................................................................... Larry Altenbaumer 

2. Review of Past Action Items ................................................................................................................ Barbara Sugg 

3. NITS Validation (SPC Action Item Follow up) ........................................................................................ Carl Monroe 

4. HITT Update ............................................................................................................................................ Paul Suskie 

5. EPA 111b............................................................................................................................................... Usha Turner 

6. Renewable Goals for SPP Members ........................................................................................................ Mike Wise 

7. Strategic Plan Status ...................................................................................................................... Michael Desselle 

8. Affordability Task Force Preview ................................................................................................ Larry Altenbaumer 

9. Planning and Development Session ........................................................................................... Larry Altenbaumer 

a. SPC Charter Review 
b. SPC Effectiveness and Satisfaction Survey Discussion 
c. Linkage between SPC and BOD/MC 
d. Strategic Planning Process 
e. SPC Objectives for 2019 

10. SPC Retreat Location .................................................................................................................. Larry Altenbaumer 

11. Future Meetings (TBD) ............................................................................................................... Larry Altenbaumer 

April, 2019                   Tulsa, OK 
May 9-10, 2019           Retreat   
July, 2019                     Des Moines, IA 

        October, 2019             Little Rock, AR 
 









From: Janssen, Rob <rob.janssen@kelsonenergy.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, January 15, 2019 3:49 PM
To: Barbara Sugg <Bsugg@spp.org>; Evans, Les <levans@kepco.org>; Mike Wise <mike@gsec.coop>
Subject: **External Email** Proxy for SPC in the Afternoon

Barbara and Mike,

I'd like Les Evans to have my proxy in the afternoon tomorrow during the SPC meeting when
I will not be able to participate.

Thanks,
Rob

mailto:/O=SPPCORP/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BSUGG
mailto:smscott@spp.org


-----Original Message-----
From: Lanny Nickell <Lnickell@spp.org>
Sent: Friday, January 11, 2019 8:39 AM
To: Barbara Sugg <Bsugg@spp.org>
Subject: FW: Mopc SPC change of plans

Note Richard's proxy for the SPC.

Lanny

-----Original Message-----
From: Ross, Richard C. (AEP)
Sent: Friday, January 11, 2019 8:03 AM
To: Paul Suskie <psuskie@spp.org>; Richard Dillon <RDillon@spp.org>; Erin Cathey <ecathey@spp.org>; Gary
Cate <gcate@spp.org>; Flucke, Jim <jim.flucke@kcpl.com>; Lanny Nickell <Lnickell@spp.org>
Cc: Jacoby, Jim <jwjacoby@aep.com>
Subject: **External Email** Mopc SPC change of plans

All,

Some things have come up that is going to mean I can not attend mopc or SPC next week.

Someone else will have to cover the educational session and the mwg report.

Jim Jacoby will carry my proxy for both the MOPC and the SPC meetings.

Sorry for the last minute change but this just came up yesterday.

(I’ll fill you in later on details - physically everyone is fine ; just have to help my son with some challenges he is
facing)

Gig'em Aggies

Richard Ross

mailto:/O=SPPCORP/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BSUGG
mailto:smscott@spp.org
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Southwest Power Pool 
STRATEGIC PLANNING COMMITTEE MEETING 

Thursday, October 18, 2018 

SPP Corporate Office, Little Rock, AR  
•  M I N U T E S  •  

Agenda Item 1 – Call to Order and Administrative Items 

Mike Wise (GSEC) called the meeting to order at 8:00 AM. Members present included:  John Olsen 
(Westar/Evergy); Richard Ross (AEP); Jim Eckelberger (Director); Graham Edwards (Director), by phone; 
Larry Altenbaumer (Director); Mark Crisson (Director); Les Evans (KEPCO); Rob Janssen (Dogwood), by 
phone; Dennis Florom (LES); Mike Risan (BEPC); Traci Bender (NPPD); Ray Wahle (MRES); and Bill 
Grant (Xcel). SPP Staff included Michael Desselle, Nick Brown, Lanny Nickell, Mike Ross, Casey Cathey, 
Charles Yeung, Richard Dillon, Jay Caspary, Ben Bright, Sam Loudenslager, Amber Greb, Juliano 
Frietas, and Joshua Phillips.  Other guests participated in person or via phone (Attendance – Attachments 
1 and 2). The January 18, 2018 meeting minutes were adopted following a motion from Mike Risan 
seconded by John Olsen (1/18/2018 Meeting Minutes – Attachment 3). The February 23, 2018 
conference call minutes were adopted following a motion from Traci Bender seconded by Larry 
Altenbaumer (2/23/2018 Conference Call Minutes – Attachment 4).    

Agenda Item 2 – Review of Past Action Items 

Michael Desselle provided a review of past action items.       

Agenda Item 3 – MOPC Update 

Paul Malone (NPPD and MOPC Chair) provided the informational update following the MOPC meeting. 
He reported that the MOPC discussed the SPP Operating Plan/draft budget and ways that the 
MOPC/MOPC Working Groups could provide critical input. Paul reported that MOPC discussed and 
approved the Economic Studies Working Group (ESWG) “2 futures” recommendation. He noted approval 
for SPP’s Order 841 compliance filing. Paul reported on the NITS survey efforts and reported on the 
robust discussions and recommendations of the Generator interconnection Improvement Task Force 
(GIITF) efforts.  
    
Agenda Item 4 – EPA’s Proposed Affordable Clean Energy (ACE) Rule 
Lanny Nickell provided a summary of EPA’s proposed ACE rule intended as a replacement for the Clean 
Power Plan Rule. Lanny noted that the proposed Rule applies only to existing coal plants and does not 
have any federal carbon rate emission requirements. He briefly summarized other aspects of the proposal 
and noted that SPP’s region is already experiencing emission reductions. Following discussions, the 
Committee decided that SPP studies and comments on the proposed Rule were not warranted. 
Additionally, the Committee’s Clean Power Plan Task Force would remain in suspension pending future 
activity on EPA’s Rules.    

Agenda Item 5 – HITT Update 

Rob Janssen presented an update on the activities of the Holistic Integrated Tariff Team (HITT) (HITT 
Update - Attachment 5).    
  
Agenda Item 6– 2020 ITP Futures 
Alan Meyers presented the ESWG’s efforts on the development of the “futures” to be utilized in studying 
the ITP 2020 (2020 ITP Futures – Attachment 6). Alan described that the ESWG requested staff to move 
forward with Futures 1 and 2 from the 2019 ITP with adjustments made to specific assumptions (including 
fossil fuel retirements, inclusion of energy storage resources, and an increase in utility-scale solar and 
wind additions). Alan reported that the ESWG also directed staff to develop a potential 3rd future for 
consideration; the drivers of which would include a Carbon Adder or Carbon Emissions Reduction and 
Accelerated Emerging Technologies. Alan detailed the key assumptions involved with the proposed 3rd 
future and raised the following questions for consideration: 
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• Does Future 3 have a reasonable likelihood of occurring? 
• Should Future 3 be considered on an equal footing as F1 and F2? 
• Will the 3rd future provide enough value to SPP stakeholders when compared to its cost? 

Alan shared the cost for the potential 3rd future and after much discussion proposed adopting the ESWG’s 
recommendation to study only 2 futures (the reference case future (F1) and the emerging technology 
future (F2)).  Dennis Florom moved endorsement and Bill Grant seconded endorsement of the ESWG 
recommendation. The motion passed unanimously.   
 
Agenda Item 7 – ITP Planning and ERIS Connected Unit Implications 
Antoine Lucas presented an update on the topic of Integrated Transmission Planning (ITP) and ERIS 
Connected Unit Implications (ITP and ERIS Implications – Attachment 7). He noted that Stakeholder(s) 
requested a discussion of how generators that have taken Energy Resource Interconnection Service 
(ERIS) in the Generator Interconnection (GI) process are accounted for in the ITP process and whether 
they should impact base plan funded transmission investment. Antoine reported that his objective in the 
presentation was to: 1. provide information on the ITP process and how ERIS resources are considered 
within that process; 2. discuss the appropriateness of considering ERIS resources in the ITP process, and 
3. define necessary next steps. Following his presentation and discussion, the SPC offered only 
continued monitoring of the matter in response to Antoine’s inquiry of the SPC regarding its role related to 
this topic going forward.   
   
Agenda Item 8 – Major Generating Unit Retirement Implications for Ops/Planning 
Casey Cathey shared with the Committee some background and the problem statement associated with 
generating unit retirements that SPP Operations and Engineering is working to resolve (Generation 
Retirement – Attachment 8). After reviewing SPP’s retirement trends, Casey noted that for many years, 
generation retirement was only a minor concern in SPP’s footprint due to high reserve margins and a 
diverse fuel mix. With increased likelihood of additional retirements, staff recognizes that there will be an 
increased need to evaluate retirements throughout the SPP footprint. Accordingly, that is why staff is 
developing a Generator Retirement Process now. Casey noted that SPP does not currently have a 
holistic process to evaluate generator retirements; pointing out that retirements are evaluated in multiple 
processes with limited coordination. Staff’s process goal is to ensure opportunity to evaluate retirement 
and any resulting mitigations prior to actual retirement date. Casey further described proposed 
Operations and Planning department assessments contemplated to be performed.  
SPP’s Independent Market Monitor described the technical and economic analyses it plans to perform 
noting that its role in this effort is intended to be seen as an input to the process and that it is helping 
FERC understand the structural effectiveness of the market. While Keith Collins noted that the MMU’s 
efforts are not unprecedented in other market regions, many participants expressed concern that the 
MMU is going beyond the scope of its authority. Keith pledged to clarify and share with stakeholders the 
MMU’s planned analyses. Finally, Casey shared staff’s next steps, noting continued discussions with 
appropriate stakeholder groups, development of a Revision Request (including tariff revisions and new 
business practices), and targeted revisions in time for the January MOPC meeting.   
Agenda Item 9 – Renewables Penetration Update 
Casey Cathey presented an update on Renewables Penetration (Renewable Penetration Update – 
Attachment 9). The presentation was intended to provide a current view of renewables in the SPP 
footprint, the challenges associated with integrating these resources and how energy storage may aid 
SPP in the future. Slide 10 of his presentation provided the current snapshot of wind, solar and battery 
participation in SPP as of today. Mike Wise noted this penetration and how to integrate it is the strategic 
issue for the Organization today. Several participants noted that providing answers (studies and 
decisions) to participants in the GI queue is imperative and a key step to solving the problem. Casey 
listed the integration challenges and described actual incidences of such: ramp events, wind forecast 
errors, load forecast errors, and short-term capacity deficiencies. Finally, Casey listed the initiatives 
underway to address the integration challenges he described.  
 
Agenda Item 10 – Organizational Group Annual Self-Assessment 
The Committee ran short of time to discuss 2018 accomplishments and goals for the coming year (2018 
SPP Organizational Group Self-Evaluation/Assessment – Attachment 10). Staff will draft such for the 
Chair’s consideration and subsequent posting.  
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Agenda Item 11 – Strategic Plan Status 
The Committee ran short of time to discuss the Strategic Planning status update (Strategic Plan Metrics – 
Attachment 11).   

Agenda Item 12 – Future Meetings (TBD) 
Larry Altenbaumer discussed future meetings.  The next regularly scheduled SPC meeting will occur in 
January 2019, in New Orleans, LA. 
 
Summary of Action Items 

Action Items are: 
• Staff to draft/post accomplishments and goals for 2018 SPC Self-Assessment; 
• Carl Monroe to report on NITS validation efforts at January 2019 meeting. 

 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
Michael Desselle 
Secretary 
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MILESTONES

1998  Implemented tariff administration

2007 Launched EIS market

2009 Integrated Nebraska utilities

2014 Launched Integrated Marketplace

Became regional Balancing Authority

2015 Integrated System joins SPP
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WHAT KIND OF MARKETS DOES 
SPP OPERATE?
• Transmission Service: Participants buy and 

sell use of regional transmission lines that 
are owned by different parties.

• Integrated Marketplace: Participants buy 
and sell wholesale electricity in day-ahead 
and real-time.
 Day-Ahead Market commits the most cost-

effective and reliable mix of generation for 
the region.
 Real-Time Balancing Market economically 

dispatches generation to balance real-time 
generation and load, while ensuring system 
reliability. 
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MARKET FACTS

• 207 market participants 

• 735 generating resources

• 2017 Marketplace Settlements = 
$16.7 billion

• 50,622 MW coincident peak load 
(7/21/16)
• Winter peak: 43,584 MW (1/17/18)
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TRANSMISSION 
SERVICE 
SETTLEMENT 
DATA
Network Integration Transmission Service
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WHAT IS A TRANSMISSION SERVICE 
SETTLEMENT LOCATION?

6

Transmission Customers: 
TCs schedule at OASIS 

POD.

OASIS POD: One NITS 
agreement can 
represent load 

delivery to multiple 
transmission zones. 

A TC can have multiple NITS 
Agreements (usually for 
third party billing and 
accounting).

Each transmission zone 
served in one NITS has 

multiple Delivery Points 
listed in the NITS 

AgreementEach Delivery Point is 
expected to be a 

representation of where 
on the transmission 

system load is connected.

Transmission 
Customer

NITS Agreement

Transmission Zone 
(OASIS POD)

Points of Delivery

Node
(ENode)

Network
Model

Transmission 
Service 
Model

Points of Delivery
Delivery Points
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SUBMIT TRANSMISSION METER DATA

Meter Data values are used to calculate a TC’s  
Settlement activities. 

NITS TCs must submit to SPP, for each NITS for each OASIS 
POD:

1. For last year 12 CP NITS Load (average of Monthly NITS 
Hourly Load at the time of the peak of the OASIS POD 
for all 12 months of last year – Previous Year Coincident 
Peak - PYCP)

2. Current Month NITS Hourly Load at the time of the peak 
of the OASIS POD. 

Note: Assumption is that each Transmission Zone has 
vetted the calculation or that one TC is validating to insure 
all load is reported.

Questions recently were about how the load was being 
reported and whether grandfathered agreements and 
Behind The Meter generation was accounted for correctly.
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MARKET 
SETTLEMENT 
DATA
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WHAT IS A SETTLEMENT LOCATION?

10

Market Participants: MPs 
schedule, bid, and offer at 

Settlement Locations.

Settlement Locations: 
The layer through 

which most activities 
are tracked. 

The Settlement Location
is also where:
• Entities schedule and bid 

their loads.
• Generation is associated.
• Metering takes place via 

MDSL.
• Each Load Zone is 

associated. 
• All Market Settlements 

are performed.

The published Locational 
Marginal Pricing (LMP) 
represents the price at 
Settlement Location.

The relationship 
between PNodes to 

Settlement Locations 
determines how the LMP 
is aggregated for use by 

Market Settlements.

Market Participant

Asset Owner

Settlement 
Locations

Aggregated Pricing 
Node (APNode)

Pricing Node 
(PNode)

Node
(ENode)

Network
Model

Commercial 
Model



WHAT ARE METERING LOCATIONS?

11

This is the actual Load or 
Resource Meter Interval Data.

Settlement 
Location (SL)

Meter Data 
Submittal 

Location (MDSL)

Meter C

SPP 
Node

Meter 
Settlement 

Location 
(MSL) C

Meter Data 
Submittal 

Location (MDSL)

Meter B

SPP 
Node

Meter 
Settlement 

Location 
(MSL) B

Meter A

SPP 
Node

Meter 
Settlement 

Location 
(MSL) A

Meters A, B, and C: Increase (load) or decrease 
(generation) for losses as needed to represent the 

point of interface with the SPP Transmission System 
and should correspond to a pricing point (LMP).

SPP Transmission System Point of Interchange
SPP Market pricing point (LMP)

An MSL represents the settlement value 
for a single meter in the SPP Market.

The sum of one or many MSLs that will be reported for a 
single MDSL. If Truncate and Carry is required, apply 
after aggregation and before submittal at the MDSL.

This is the point of entry for Market Settlement 
charge-type calculations, based on whole or 

fractional MWhs. Aggregation of multiple MDSLs 
to a single SL occurs within SPP systems.

Settlement 
Location (SL)

Settlement Area 
(SA)

This is a area with metered boundary that SPP can use 
to validate that all load and generation is covered.  

Traditionally a legacy Balancing Authority. Aggregation 
of multiple SLs to a single SA.
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SUBMIT METER DATA

Meter Data values are used to calculate a MP’s 
Settlement activities. 
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First Choice: 
Actual 5-Minute Meter Data

Second Choice: 
Actual Hourly Meter Data profiled 

against State Estimator Data

Third Choice: 
State Estimator 5-Minute Data



THOUGHTS ON 
USING MARKET 
DATA FOR 
TRANSMISSION 
SETTLEMENT
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VALIDATING TRANSMISSION NITS MW 
USING MARKETPLACE METER DATA
There is not a one-to-one mapping of Market MDSLs to OASIS PODs currently.

Considerations:

1. A single NITS can be for multiple OASIS PODs, which can span multiple 
MDSLs, SLs or SAs

2. A single OASIS POD can span multiple MDSL, SL or SAs

3. A single SA can span multiple OASIS POD

4. Marketplace Meter Data is submitted net of losses, which the Market adds 
back in the calculated average losses each hour for each SA.

5. NITS Meter Data is submitted grossed up for losses, based on Loss Factors by 
specific OASIS PODs shown in Table 1 of Attachment M of the OATT

6. A fundamental difference:
1. Marketplace Meter Data may be net of BTM generation
2. NITS Meter Data should be grossed up by BTM generation at a distinct Delivery Point

7. The current Marketplace and Transmission footprints are not equal 
(particularly Zones 10 & 19)

8. Market imports/exports related to NITS are not distinguished as such in data 
submittals

9. Market and Transmission top-down load calculations can be by different 
parties with different considerations.
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EFFORT TO START MAPPING

A holistic mapping effort would be needed to relate each 
granular MDSL to specific NITS for each OASIS PODs.

Would be a large effort between multiple departments 
within SPP and also with TCs and MPs to map these MDSLs 
to each Transmission NITS for each OASIS PODs.

Then there would be a large development effort in the 
Transmission Billing to allow the submitted Market Meter 
Data to be aggregated, grossed up for losses, assigned to 
either Schedule 9 or 11 basis and allocated to each NITS 
correctly.

Specifically, would need to work with each TC and MP to 
see how they tie their meters to both the Market Meter 
Data and NITS Meter Data submissions.

Also, additional submitted information from the TC would 
be required to fill in the blanks of what is not required from 
Market Meter Data (for instance, BTM Generation).
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HOLISTIC 
INTEGRATED 
TARIFF TEAM
SPC Update – January 2019

1



HITT TASKS
FROM 
SPP BOARD

2



OVERVIEW OF HITT TASK (5 AREAS)

3

● SPP’s transmission planning and study processes, including, but not 
limited to, Generation Interconnections (GI); the GI queue; Aggregate 
Studies; Energy Resource Interconnection Service (ERIS) and Network 
Resource Interconnection Service (NRIS); capacity requirements, 
including more attributes than energy; and related FERC planning 
requirements;
● Transmission cost allocation issues, including. but not limited to, 
Highway/Byway, directly assigned costs, Attachment Z2 credits, cost 
allocation impacts on transmission pricing zones with large wind 
resources, and state by state supply resource mix requirements and/or 
goals;   
● Integrated Marketplace impacts related to a changing resource mix, 
access to lower cost generation, potential changes in production tax 
credits, approach of using market-based compensation for varying 
attributes of different types of generators, etc.; 
● Disconnects or potential synergies between transmission planning 
and real-time reliability and economic operations; and  
● Additional areas and/or issues as appropriate and reasonably related 
to its scope of work.



OVERVIEW OF HITT TASK

4

● The Team is expected to issue a report to the SPP Board of Directors 
and Members Committee containing a set of high-level 
recommendations that provide solutions for the region by April 2019.



HITT ISSUES
• Issue No. 1A: SPP’s current planning processes for transmission facilities 

were created prior to the development of the current full Day Ahead and 
Real Time energy and ancillary services markets. How should we change 
the planning process, operating processes and market/tariff products to get 
the right results?  That is, the right system facility projects built with the 
right entity paying.  Additionally, what synergies can be developed between 
market operations and planning?  

• Issue No. 1B: Given the guidance the HITT developed for Issue No. #1A, 
the Team will review the transmission cost allocation methodologies to 
potentially make recommendations to improve processes to ensure that just 
and reasonable cost allocation principles are used in the SPP region.  Any 
recommendation will be sent to the RSC/CAWG for consideration. 

• Issue No. 2: Develop a better understanding of the product needs of 
customers based on looking at different market designs to see if 
enhancements could be implemented to get correct products in place and 
incented for the SPP market.   This includes the need to understand 
essential reliability services and see if market designs should be changed 
to get mechanisms in place.  Additionally, need to look at impacts to 
resource adequacy and planning processes.

• Issue No. 3. Examine barriers to load growth within SPPs policies and tariff 
procedures. 5



HITT AREAS 1A, 1B, 2, & 3 

6

1(B)
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Methodologies

3
Potential Load 
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Opportunities 
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AQ

1(A)
Transmission 

Planning & 
Resource 
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2
Review of 
Integrated 
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Services
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Costs
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MEETING 
NORMS & 
TIMELINES

8



PROPOSED TIMELINE AND APPROACH

Educational & Information Gathering

April – July 2018

Educational will 
be continuous  
throughout the 
process with 
emphasis during 
1st 3 months.

Call for Stakeholder Presentations

Aug – Nov 2018
Stakeholders 
presentations on 
perspectives, 
challenges & 
possible 
solutions.

Finalize Report

Dec – April 2019
Develop, analysis, 
study & finalize  
recommendations 
for the HITT Report 
to the SPP 
BOD/MC.

9



STAKEHOLDER SOLICITATION
• The HITT has received several presentations/briefings 

from SPP staff, members, stakeholders, and chairs from 
various working groups.

• On January 3, 2019 the SPP Staff sent a solicitation email 
for SPP members and Stakeholder to draft proposed 
recommendations for the HITT to consider to include in 
the HITT’s final report to the SPP Board of Directors.

• Deadline is Friday January 18th, Close of Business.

10



PROPOSED HITT SCHEDULE

2019
Jan 23-24: Review, Discuss Possible Recommendation 

for Options for 1A and 1B

Feb 28-Mar-1: Review, Discuss Possible Recommendation 
for Options For 2 and 3.

April 3-4: Finalize Recommendations and propose edits 
to HITT Report

April 25: Finalize and Approve HITT Report

11



QUESTIONS
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Different from the Clean Power Plan (“111(d)”)



have been or may be 





















Preliminary Wind Siting Plan – Future 1
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Preliminary Wind Siting Plan – Future 2
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Preliminary Solar Siting Plan – Future 1
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Preliminary Solar Siting Plan – Future 2
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instead of part 60 (Comment C-51). Fourth, as a practical matter owners/operators of stationary 

combustion turbines subject to the heat input-based emissions standard need to maintain records 

of electric sales to demonstrate that they are not subject to the output-based emissions standard. 

Therefore, the EPA is soliciting comment on adding specific requirement that owner/operators 

maintain records of electric sales to demonstrate they did not sell electricity above the threshold 

that would trigger the output-based standard (Comment C-52). Next, the EPA is soliciting 

comment on if the ANSI, ASME, and ASTM test methods should be updated to include more 

recent versions of the test methods (Comment C-53). Finally, the EPA is soliciting comment on 

adding additional compliance flexibilities for EGUs either serving a common electric generator 

or using a common stack (Comment C-54). Specifically, for EGUs serving a common electric 

generator should the Administrator be able to approve alternate methods for determining energy 

output? For EGUs using a common stack, the EPA is soliciting comment on if specific 

procedures should be added for apportioning the emissions and/or if the Administrator should be 

able to approve site specific alternate procedures. 

G. Non-Base Load Combustion Turbines 

As noted in the General Information section above, in the 2015 Rule, the EPA set 

separate standards for base load and non-base load stationary combustion turbines. The electric 

sales threshold between the two subcategories is based on the design efficiency of the 

combustion turbine. Stationary combustion turbines qualify as non-base load, and thus for a less 

stringent standard of performance, if they have net electric sales equal to or below their design 

efficiency (not to exceed 50 percent) multiplied by their potential electric output, 80 FR at 

64,601 (e.g., a 40 percent efficient combustion turbine can sell up to 40 percent of its potential 

electrical output), but if their sales exceed that level, they are treated as base load and subject to a 
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more stringent standard of performance. For additional discussion on this approach, see the 2015 

Rule (80 FR 64609 to 64612). 

Recently, stakeholders have expressed concerns about this approach for distinguishing 

between base load and non-base load turbines. They posit a scenario under which increased 

utilization of wind and solar resources, combined with low natural gas prices, would result in 

certain types of simple cycle turbines being deemed attractive to operate for a longer period of 

time than had been contemplated at the time the 2015 Rule was being developed. Specifically, 

stakeholders have observed that in some regional electricity markets with large amounts of wind 

generation, some of the most efficient new simple cycle turbines – aeroderivative turbines – 

could be called on to operate at capacity factors greater than their design efficiency; however, if 

they were to be operated at those higher capacity factors, they would become subject to the more 

stringent standard of performance for base load turbines, which they would not be able to meet. 

As a result, according to these stakeholders, the owners or operators of the aeroderivative 

turbines would have to curtail their generation and less efficient turbines would be called on to 

run, which would result in higher emissions. 

Although, as noted above, the EPA is not re-opening the standards promulgated in the 

2015 Rule for combustion turbines, the EPA is soliciting comment on the concerns identified by 

stakeholders to determine the extent of the potential issue identified above and, if necessary, 

potential remedies. Specifically, the EPA is soliciting information, including seeking supporting 

data and documentation, on whether there have been, or are anticipated to be, circumstances 

(e.g., high utilization of wind or solar resources or low natural gas prices) in which simple cycle 

stationary combustion aeroderivative turbines (i.e., those that are subject to standards of 

performance in 40 CFR part 60 subpart TTTT) have been or may be called upon to operate in 
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excess of the non-base load threshold described in the 2015 Rule (Comment C-55). The EPA is 

also requesting information on whether, and the extent to which, these aeroderivative turbines 

are different in design and operation than frame simple cycle turbines and NGCC units, 

including fast start NGCC units (Comment C-56). The EPA is also requesting information on the 

environmental consequences, if any, of the aeroderivative combustion turbines having to forego 

continued operation in such circumstances (e.g., is a more efficient turbine being displaced by a 

higher emitting turbine or utility boiler?) (Comment C-57). The EPA is also soliciting comment 

on remedies that the Agency should consider, if necessary, to address this potential concern. For 

example, should the EPA consider creating a separate subcategory and standard of performance 

for simple cycle aeroderivative turbines? Should the EPA consider changing the formula used to 

calculate allowable operating hours for non-baseload combustion turbines? Should the Agency 

consider creating a process by which owners or operators could petition the EPA to increase the 

allowable operating hours for non-baseload combustion turbines on a case-by-case basis if they 

could demonstrate that, given the composition of the regional grid they belong to, the increase 

would result in better overall environmental outcome? (Comment C-58). The EPA will evaluate 

all comments and any new information and, if warranted, will initiate a subsequent rulemaking to 

address any issues raised from this solicitation of comment.  

X. Statutory and Executive Order Reviews  

Additional information about these statutes and Executive Orders can be found at 

https://www.epa.gov/laws-regulations/laws-and-executive-orders. 

A. Executive Order 12866: Regulatory Planning and Review and Executive Order 13563: 

Improving Regulation and Regulatory Review 



# Status Initiative Staff Priority Stakeholders

1.1 Integration of Variable Energy Bruce A MOPC (TF)

1.2 Security Resilience Barbara, Michael, Tom A OC

1.3 Reliability Excellence Michael B MOPC (RCWG/SPCWG/OTWG)

1.4 Regional Resource Needs Michael, Bruce, Paul A SPC

2.1 ARR/TCR Feasibility Lanny A MOPC

2.2 Optimization Strategies for the Future Lanny B SPC

2.3 Value Pricing Michael/Carl A SPC/MOPC

3.1 Transmission (Seams) Carl A MOPC (SSC)

3.2 Optimize Market Efficiencies Along Seams Carl A MOPC (SSC)

3.3 Optimize Natural Gas Pipeline System Seams Bruce B MOPC (GECTF)

4.1 Communication Strategy on Value and AffordabilityMike A SPC

4.2 PMO Best Practice and Rigor Michael B FC/MOPC

4.3 Strategic Membership Expansion Michael/Carl/Paul A SPC

1. Reliability 
Assurance 

2. Optimized 
Transmission

3.Interdependent 
Systems

4. Enhance Member 
Value

Strategic Plan Progress Metric
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
STRATEGIC PLANNING COMMITTEE 

Organizational Group Scope Statement 
April 25, 2017 

 
 

Purpose 
The Strategic Planning Committee (SPC) is responsible for the development and 
recommendation of strategic direction for the company in accordance with its scope as 
approved by the Board of Directors. 

 
Scope of Activities 

a) Gather information from the SPP Members, customers, Staff, regulatory 
jurisdictions, market monitors, and legislative bodies on industry trends, forecasts 
and directions; 

 
b) Assess the industry environment in which SPP will be operating; 

 
c) Assess SPP’s capabilities and competencies against the industry environment, 

including coordination with neighboring entities; 
 

d) Develop and recommend to the Board of Directors a mission and vision 
statement and accompanying goals and objectives; 

 
e) Formulate strategies to ensure achievement of SPP’s mission statement, goals, 

objectives, and responsibilities, and recommend necessary modifications to SPP 
processes to carry out these strategies; 

 
f) Initiate definition of futures for transmission planning models; 

 
g) Work with other Organizational Groups in developing related action plans, 

schedules and budgets; 
 

h) Complete a self-assessment annually to determine how effectively the SPC is 
meeting its responsibilities; and 

 
i) Perform such other functions as the Board of Directors may delegate or direct. 



 
 

 

 
 
 

Representation 
The SPC shall be comprised of up to fourteen members. Up to four, but no less than 
three, representatives shall be from the Board of Directors; five representatives from 
the Transmission Owning Member sector as nominated by the Corporate Governance 
Committee; and five representatives from the Transmission Using Member sector as 
nominated by the Corporate Governance Committee. 

 
Reporting 
The Strategic Planning Committee reports directly to the Board of Directors. 



SPP Organizational Group Self-Evaluation/Assessment 
(August 2017 – July 2018) 

 
GROUP NAME:   Strategic Planning Committee 
 
CHARTER/SCOPE UPDATE: Attached Charter/Scope has been reviewed:       Yes 
 
MEMBER ROSTER/ATTENDANCE: 

Member Company Sector # Present # Absent 
Altenbaumer, Larry Director - 9 0 
Bender, Traci Nebraska Public Power 

District 
State Agency (TO) 9 0 

Crisson, Mark Director - 8 1 
Eckelberger, Jim Director - 9 0 
Edwards, Graham Director - 9 0 
Evans, Les Kansas Electric Power 

Cooperative 
Cooperative (TU) 6 3 

1 Proxy 
Florom, Dennis Lincoln Electric System Municipal (TU) 9 0 
Grant, Bill Xcel Energy Investor Owned (TO) 5 4** 

1 Proxy 
Janssen, Rob Dogwood Independent Power 

Producer (TU) 
9 0 

*Langthorn, Jake Oklahoma Gas and Electric 
Company 

Investor Owned (TO) 4 2 
2 Proxies 

*McCellon-Allen, 
Venita 

American Electric Power Investor Owned (TO) 0 6 
6 Proxies 

*Olsen, John KCP&L and Westar, Evergy 
Company 

Investor Owned (TO) 3 0 

Risan, Mike Basin Electric Power 
Cooperative 

Cooperative (TO) 7 0** 
 

*Ross, Richard AEP Southwestern Electric 
Power Company 

Investor Owned (TO) 3 0 

Wahle, Ray Missouri River Energy 
Services 

Municipal (TU) 4 5 
4 Proxies 

Wise, Michael (C) 
 

Golden Spread Electric 
Cooperative  

Cooperative (TU) 9 0 

Desselle, Michael SPP Staff Secretary 9 0 
*Only on Committee for part of the assessment period. 
** Mike Risan and Bill Grant’s attendance is skewed by two meetings.  They were not able to attend the initial 
Mountain West meetings. 
 
List the number of members represented in the following areas: 

Transmission/Owners Transmission/Users Directors 
7 5 4 

 
Sectors 

Investor 
Owned 
Utility 

 
Cooperative 

 
Municipal 

 
State 

 
Federal 

Independent 
Power 

Producer/ 
Marketer 

Alt 
Power/ 
Public 
Interest 

 
Large 
Retail 

 
Small 
Retail 

5 3 2 1  1    
 



 
AVERAGE OVERALL ATTENDANCE (INCLUDING NON-GROUP MEMBERS):   47  
 
MEETINGS HELD TO DATE:    Live:       7        Teleconference:      2            
 
AVERAGE LENGTH OF MEETINGS:  6:00 
 
NUMBER OF VOTES TAKEN:     2  
 
*MEETING COST(S):   $154,258.55  
* Meeting costs include hotel expenses (room rental, A/V, food and beverage), estimate of teleconference expenses, 
and Director fees for attendance. 
 
 
MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS/ISSUES ADDRESSED BY THE GROUP: 
 

1. Facilitated policy guidance related to the potential expansion and inclusion of the Mountain West 
Transmission Group. 

 
2. Facilitated the genesis of the HITT to better align capacity/energy resource matters with Generator 

Interconnection, Transmission Service and ERIS planning matters. 
 

3. Reconfirmed the validity of SPP’s Value Proposition. 
 

4. Evaluated strategic “signposts” to understand the current alignment of strategic plan initiatives. 
 

5. Elevated the prioritization of the “Communication Strategy” initiative on the Enhance Member Value and 
Affordability foundational strategy. 
 

6. Endorsed the 2019 SPP Proposed Operating Plan as consistent with the objectives of the current Strategic 
Plan. 
 

7. Endorsed the Economic Studies Working Group (ESWG) “2 futures” recommendation for use in the 2020 ITP. 
 

8. Continued to monitor the variable energy resources penetration strategic implications for SPP. 
 

9. Facilitated resolution to long-standing policy concern regarding how to account for “behind-the-meter” 
generation. 

 
 
MAJOR PENDING ISSUES BEFORE THE GROUP: 
 

1. Manage transition to enhanced Board and Member Committee engagement in strategic planning.  
 

2. Provide policy evaluations and recommendations regarding the FERC’s resiliency rulemaking. 
 

3. Continue to gather and evaluate economic and regulatory signposts that may potentially affect current strategic 
plan direction. 
 

4. Begin the process for revising the Strategic Plan. 
 



Strategic Planning – Related Survey Results 

SPC Organizational Effectiveness Survey: 
Strong, positive results and generally trending up: 

• Agenda, Meeting Materials, Diversity, Expertise, Preparedness, Commitment, Respect, 
Engagement, Open to dissenting opinions, Openness and support by the chair 

Trending downward, but still modest scores: 

• Clarity of information presented, accuracy of meeting minutes, Decision-making with action 
recommended, Facilitation and follow-through 

Lowest score, and trending downward: 

• Lacking a sense of accomplishment 
o Relevant comments: lack of major activities being undertaken by SPC 

Suggested Recommendations 

• Refine SPP’s project prioritization process 
• Develop goals for implementing HITT recommendations 
• Place more focus on the status of the current strategic plan 
• Think more strategic 
• Consider more industry experts at retreat 

BOD Effectiveness Survey: 
Lowest scores relate to strategic planning, and trending downward: 

• Board has clear goals and actions resulting from relevant and realistic strategic planning 
• Board regularly monitors and evaluations progress toward strategic goals and objectives 

Suggested Recommendations 

• As the industry goes through transformations, BOD should evaluate impacts to SPP’s role 
and strategy 

• BOD should focus on strategic visioning and planning to maximize benefits and value 
o Exporting renewables / inexpensive energy 

Stakeholder Satisfaction Survey: 
General comment related to strategy and/or strategic planning 

• “I do find SPP locked in day-to-day nuances rather than building strategically for the future 
of the region. This is less about staff and more about current leadership among incumbent 
members.” 

 
  



General comments related to strategic planning initiative (Member Expansion) 
• “SPP seems to be more interested in expanding their footprint/membership than bringing 

value to existing members and resolving equity issues.” 
• “Effort to obligate existing members to the terms of the Mountain West group expansion 

without membership being informed along the way…” 
• “Occasional subliminal expectations to meet SPP centric goals over the ideas of 

membership.” 
• “Occasional closed door discussions. (MWTG).” 
• “After the Mountain West experience, I hope that SPP makes a conscious effort to become 

more transparent about its desires/plans/opportunities for growth. We can be a strong ally 
in those efforts if we are brought on board early in the process and are provided fair and 
transparent information with which to contribute.” 
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